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The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public assistance status, veteran status, or sexual orientation.

In adhering to this policy, the University abides by the Minnesota Human Rights Act, Minnesota Statute Ch. 363, by the Federal Civil Rights Act, 420 S.C. 2000E; by the requirements of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; by Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; by Executive Order 11246, as amended; 38 U.S. 2012, the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1972, as amended; and by other applicable statutes and regulations relating to equality of opportunity.

University of Minnesota Graduate School Commitment to Diversity

The Graduate School embraces the University of Minnesota’s position that promoting and supporting diversity among the student body is central to the academic mission of the University. We define diversity to encompass many characteristics including economic disadvantage, special talents, evidence of leadership qualities, race or ethnicity, a strong work record, and disability. A diverse student body enriches graduate education by providing a multiplicity of views and perspectives that enhance research, teaching, and the development of new knowledge. A diverse mix of students promotes respect for, and opportunities to learn from, others with the broad range of backgrounds and experiences that constitute modern society. Higher education trains the next generation of leaders of academia and society in general, and such opportunities for leadership should be accessible to all members of society. The Graduate School and its constituent graduate programs are therefore committed to providing equal access to educational opportunities through recruitment, admission, and support programs that promote diversity, foster successful academic experiences, and cultivate the leaders of the next generation.
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1. **The Department of Computer Science**

Computer Science is a discipline that requires understanding the design of computers and computational processes. The discipline ranges from the theoretical study of algorithms to the design and implementation of software at the systems and applications levels. The Department of Computer Science offers programs leading to both the B.S. and M.S. degrees in Computer Science. The M.S. is a two-year program that depends upon a solid foundation in mathematics and statistics, computational problem solving, software design and analysis, programming languages, algorithms, data structures, and computer organization and architecture. The Master's program builds upon this foundation to provide depth in specified areas of computer science, with a focus on research and research methods. It provides the necessary foundational studies for graduates planning to pursue either a Ph.D. in computer science or a career as a computer scientist in business or industry.

The department currently consists of twelve full-time faculty members with Ph.D.s in computer science or a closely related field. On an annual basis, the department confers approximately forty bachelor's degrees. The Master's program, begun in 1987, serves a student body of approximately twenty students per year.

The Computer Science Department is part of the Swenson College of Science and Engineering at the University of Minnesota Duluth, a campus of the University of Minnesota system. The University provides a comprehensive set of high quality programs in the areas of undergraduate, graduate and professional education to a population of some 11,000 students. Duluth is located on the shores of Lake Superior in one of the most beautiful areas of the country with numerous opportunities for outdoor activities. The metropolitan area, with a population of approximately 100,000, offers many cultural events and excellent educational, recreational, and medical facilities.

The faculty is committed to excellence in both teaching and research. Research is focused in the following areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer Security</th>
<th>Artificial Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parallel/Distributed Computing</td>
<td>Logic Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Simulation</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Security</td>
<td>Health informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface Design</td>
<td>Data Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>Computer Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Traffic/Performance/Quality</td>
<td>Reinforcement Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Environments</td>
<td>Real-time Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Perception in Graphics</td>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>Computational Linguistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.1 Computing Facilities

UMD students have access to a variety of computing facilities.

**Computer Science Computing Facilities.**

Each Research and Teaching Assistant affiliated with the department is provided with a workstation for his/her own use. Each workstation is on the UMD network and has access to a printer.

The Department maintains six departmental laboratories, described below. Along with its description is included the primary use of the lab, its location, and, where applicable, the faculty member who maintains it.

1. The CS Software Development Lab. 17 Alienware X51 workstations. 2 Dell Precision T5500 w/ NVIDIA Tesla cards. 3 iMacs. 1 HP All-in-one for windows consulting. [Heller Hall 314].

2. The CS Networking and Hardware Lab. 22 Dell workstations with removable hard drives. This lab has magnetic keycard access and is available to students registered in networking and system-related classes 24 hours a day. The lab also contains dedicated network switches and routers to provide a network testbed for exploration and investigation of network connectivity and communication protocols. [Marshall W. Alworth Hall (MWAH)187]

3. LARS Lab - The Laboratory for Advanced Research in Systems (LARS) is a lab dedicated to cutting-edge research into the security and efficiency of modern devices and their operating systems. Founded in 2015, the lab is currently under construction, but will feature a publicly-available testbed for hardware and software testing and energy measurement. The testbed will provide full hardware access and energy measurement for a variety of device types to researchers at UMD and beyond. LARS will also have a workstation for building devices and adding energy measurement instrumentation to existing hardware, such as smart phones, laptops and tablets. LARS has a strong commitment to education and outreach; in addition to hosting UMD's Ubuntu Linux mirror and developing security exercises for university students, we will be hosting a competitive cyber-tank programming league for regional high school students. [334 Heller Hall; Peterson]

4. Research at Distributed Systems and Networking Lab (DSNL) in UMD concentrates on designing highly scalable and efficient networking infrastructures, by combining optimization, economics, and computer science. Besides network optimization, projects at DSNL also address application specific issues in cloud computing, peer-to-peer (P2P) and multimedia systems. For example, our study on cloud computing aims to mitigate the performance
as well as the energy issues in the existing visualization environments. Our students will be able to test and explore different real-world cloud systems (e.g., cloud gaming/synchronization apps) in our lab. [MWAH 187; Wang]

5. Simulation and Interaction in Virtual Environments (SIVE) Lab. The SIVE Lab specializes in interactive simulations that use GPU-based resources, or benefit from interactive, immersive visualization capabilities. The lab consists of a 21ft x 33ft space containing a WorldViz PPT X Precision Position Tracker system. The tracker system is primarily used to track the movements of users potentially wearing head-mounted displays (such as the NVIS nVisor SX Head Mounted Display or several Oculus Rift displays). The lab also contains a specialized L-shaped stereo projection display system. The L-shaped display is part of a haptic terrain system that allows users to feel what they virtually step on through the use of a special, robotic Smart-shoe. Two projectors provide forward and floor stereo projection for the user. This equipment allows us to provide an interactive, immersive experience in which people are able to walk around using their own locomotive abilities in a simulated 3D space. The lab also contains several Linux and Mac workstations to support the computation associated with visualization and interaction in these virtual environments. The lab is used for research, as well as teaching classes on human-centered computing (HCC) in virtual environments. Both undergraduates and graduate students work in the lab on a regular basis. Access to the lab is scheduled by the instructor. [Marshall W. Alworth Hall (MWAH) 143; Willemsen]

6. Motion and Media Across Disciplines (MMAD) Lab. The MMAD lab is supported by an interdisciplinary group of researchers (Morris Levy, Biomechanics-HPER; Joellyn Rock, Art + Design; Thomas Isbell, Theater; Robert Feyen, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering; Peter Willemsen, Computer Science, with assistance from Lisa Fitzpatrick). The lab is funded through an Infrastructure Investment Initiative (I3) award from the University of Minnesota.

The MMAD Lab is a 3D motion capture and high definition video production studio. It is equipped with a multiple camera shooting space, cyclorama and backdrops, studio lighting and sound booth, and a Vicon motion tracking system. The high definition video production and motion capture studio fosters faculty collaboration and research in biomechanics, ergonomics, animation, performing arts and computer generated virtual environments research. Access to the lab is scheduled by the instructor. [Bohannon Hall 24a; Willemsen]

In addition to these resources, the Computer Science Department maintains two compute servers. The Dell PowerEdge R820 has 10 8-core processors and 512GB of memory. The Dell PowerEdge R815 compute server has 4 8-Core processors and 192 GB of memory. Both run Ubuntu Linux. These computers are often used in advanced classes for extremely large jobs and for undergraduate research. The Department also
maintains a file server. This file server is a virtual computer running on ITSS’s servers, and has about 5TB of storage for people in Computer Science.

**U.M.D. Computing Facilities**

UMD’s Information Technology Systems and Services (ITSS) provides a wide range of computing services including networking, computing labs (using a variety of hardware/software platforms) and a wide range of application software. To learn more about the resources available to students, visit the [ITSS website](#).

### 1.2 The Faculty

A listing of departmental faculty, along with a brief description of teaching and research interests and a recent publication, follows:

**Timothy Colburn**, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science, Career Advisor and Internship Coordinator

Teaching and research interests: software engineering, philosophy of computer science.


**Douglas Dunham**, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: computer graphics, visualization, 3D rendering, hyperbolic geometry, user interface design.


**Arshia Khan**, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and Research Interests: Technological solutions to improve healthcare with an emphasis in mobile technology and avant-garde teaching pedagogies.


**Richard Maclin**, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: data mining, machine learning, bioinformatics, database management systems, artificial intelligence, robotic learning.
Publication: Advice Refinement for Knowledge-Based Support Vector Machines. 

**Ted Pedersen**, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: natural language processing, computational linguistics.


**Peter Peterson**, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: Computer Security, Operating Systems, Energy Efficiency, CS Education


**Neda Saeedloei**, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: model based design and development of real time systems and cyber-physical systems, formal methods, model checking, verification, logic programming


**Hudson Turner**, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science and Head

Teaching and research interests: knowledge representation, automated planning and reasoning about action, declarative logic programming.

Haiyang Wang, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and research interests: computer networking, in particular, cloud computing, social networking, peer-to-peer networking, multimedia communications, IP routing and QoS


Peter Willemsen, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

Teaching and Research Interests: computer graphics, perception in graphics, simulation and human-centered computing in immersive virtual environments.


2. Admission Information

All applications to the Computer Science Graduate Program are now handled electronically through the ApplyYourself interface. General information on the application process is found on the UMD Graduate School Office web page at http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/ along with access to the automated application interface.

Applicants are encouraged to submit applications early in the year, which allows time to resubmit material that may be missing and enables the department to consider requests for financial aid in a timely fashion. See Section 2.2 (below) for deadlines. Please note that all transcripts must be uploaded to the Apply Yourself (AY) website.

The Computer Science Department requires as a part of the application packet an official report of the scores received by the applicant on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) General Test. Specify university code 6873 for UMD so that your official score may be retrieved from ETS.

2.1 Departmental Information

Some applicants may be interested in the following information:

The GRE Subject Test: The Department does not require that applicants take the GRE Subject Test in Computer Science. However, an applicant seeking to support his/her application may
wish to submit an official report of his/her scores, especially if the undergraduate degree is in a related field.

If your native language is not English:
Each applicant whose native language is not English must submit a record of the scores received on either the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) or IELTS (International English Language Testing System).

For TOEFL: Specify the University of Minnesota Duluth, code number 6873, for reporting purposes. The Graduate School requires a score of 550 on the written test, 213 on the computer-based test and 79 or above with the Internet-based test. The department gives preference for financial support to those with minimum scores of 650 (written test), 280 (computer-based) and 110 (Internet-based). Additionally, TOEFL sub-scores in the Speaking Proficiency

For IELTS: The Graduate School will accept scores from the IELTS in lieu of the TOEFL. See www.d.umn.edu/grad/ or http://www.deii.org for details. The minimum acceptable score on the IELTS is 6.5. Individual IELTS scores must also be at the 6.5 level or above.

Foreign Applicants:
Each foreign applicant must submit an International Financial Certification Statement before a visa will be issued. See the UMD Graduate School Office web page for information.

Financial Aid:
Any applicant seeking financial aid should supply additional information as indicated in Section 3. The Application for Graduate Assistantship is available at http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/pdfs_docs/Application-Graduate-Assistantship.pdf. This form and the required recommendations should be submitted with the application through the ApplyYourself System.

Fall Admissions Policy:
Under normal circumstances, the Computer Science Graduate Program restricts its admissions to once a year. All applicants are evaluated in the spring for admission the following fall semester.

2.2 Application Deadlines
The department processes applications as they are received. Thus it is in the applicant's best interests to submit his/her application early in the cycle (i.e., by January 15th if possible). Early application enhances the opportunity for financial aid.
February 1- March 15, 2017 -- Initial Round of Financial Aid Decisions

The decisions on admissions and financial aid for the next academic year are made during this period. To be considered in the first round, an applicant must have submitted an admissions application by March 15.

March 15 - April 15, 2017 -- Notification of Financial Aid

The department makes its offers of financial aid as early as possible in the spring of the year. Although we attempt to make all offers by April 15th, for various reasons during a particular year this may not be possible. In this case, offers may be made as late as April 30th. If you are awarded financial aid, you will be notified by email no later than April 30th.

Due to the large number of applications received, the department is unable to inform you personally if you have not been awarded aid. However, funding may become available later in the year, so if you are interested in this possibility, please notify the department via email and your name will be kept on file. You will then be considered for any financial aid that subsequently becomes available for the next academic year.

April 15, 2017 -- Council of Graduate Schools Deadline

Note that the University of Minnesota Duluth subscribes to the Resolution of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, and every offer of financial aid in the form of a Teaching or Research Assistantship is subject to this Resolution as a term of employment (see Section 7.2). This resolution specifies that acceptance of an offer of financial aid is an agreement that both student and graduate school are expected to honor. To quote:

“Acceptance of an offer of financial support (such as a graduate scholarship, fellowship, traineeship, or assistantship) for the next academic year by a prospective or enrolled graduate student completes an agreement that both student and graduate school expect to honor. In that context, the conditions affecting such offers and their acceptance must be defined carefully and understood by all parties.

Students are under no obligation to respond to offers of financial support prior to April 15; earlier deadlines for acceptance of such offers violate the intent of this Resolution. In those instances in which a student accepts an offer before April 15, and subsequently desires to withdraw that acceptance, the student may submit in writing a resignation of the appointment at any time through April 15. However, an acceptance given or left in force after April 15 commits the student not to accept another offer without first obtaining a written release from the institution to which a commitment has been made. Similarly, an offer by an institution after April 15 is conditional on presentation by the student of...
the written release from any previously accepted offer. It is further agreed by
the institutions and organizations subscribing to the above Resolution that a
copy of this Resolution or a link to the URL should accompany every
scholarship, fellowship, traineeship, and assistantship offer."

This Resolution was renewed October 2009.

Please note that any student who accepts a Teaching or Research Assistantship from
the department, fails to submit a written resignation prior to April 15, and enters the
country on our form I-20 will be strictly held to the conditions of employment to which
s/he has agreed. Under no circumstances will such a student be given a written
release since at this point it is then too late to fill the position.

The department regrets that it is unable to answer email or telephone inquiries about
the status of an application. However, email inquiries may be directed to the
department at cs@d.umn.edu and we will reply as time permits.

**July 15, 2017 -- Deadline for Fall 2017 Admission**

### 2.3 Entrance Requirements

The program is designed for those with undergraduate degrees in Computer Science.
These students should be able to enroll immediately in 8000-level computer science
courses at UMD. All such students should have completed the following courses or
their equivalents: CS 3512 (Computer Science Theory), CS 5621 (Architecture) or CS
5651 (Computer Networks), and CS 5631 (Operating Systems) prior to enrollment.

Students with other backgrounds may be considered if they have completed the
following courses or their equivalents: CS 1511 and 1521 (Computer Science I and II),
CS 2511 (Software Analysis and Design), CS 2521 (Computer Organization), CS 3512
(Computer Science Theory) or both CS 5511 (Theory of Computation) and CS 5521
(Advanced Data Structures), CS 5621 (Computer Architecture) or CS 5651 (Computer
Networks), and CS 5631 (Operating Systems). The appropriate math prerequisites,
namely, Math 1296 and 1297 (Calculus I and II), and Statistics 3611 (Probability and
Statistics) are also required. Students who lack only a small subset of these required
courses may be admitted at the discretion of the DGS based on the recommendation
of the Graduate Committee. The GRE General Test is required of all applicants; the
TOEFL (or IELTS) is also required of international students.

### 2.4 Ethical Considerations

The Department of Computer Science adheres to the tenets of the ACM Code of Ethics
and Professional Conduct. Any student found to be in violation of this code or the UMD
Code of Student Conduct will be subject to immediate dismissal. Such violations
include plagiarism and the inappropriate access of computing resources (e.g., attempts to violate system security, access files belonging to others, forge/falsify email, download inappropriate or copyrighted files, etc. using university equipment). See Section 7.3, Policy on the Appropriate Use of Information Technology for details.

3. Financial Aid

Half-time Teaching and Research Assistantships are available to qualified students. These currently pay $15,187 per academic year. Research assistantships funded by the National Science Foundation or other agencies may be available. All half-time (50%) assistantships and fellowships carry a tuition waiver. Applicants for Teaching Assistantships are expected to know C, C++, Java, and Visual Basic.

Financial aid in the form of teaching assistantships is available through the department. The number of assistantships available is limited, however, and once a student has committed him/herself to accept an assistantship, any subsequent failure to meet that commitment seriously and negatively impacts the department and its operation. Namely, (1) the department is left shorthanded in meeting the demand for its services during the next academic year, and (2) another deserving applicant is unable to attend graduate school because it is too late to offer the support to another student. With this in mind, we ask that you carefully evaluate your position before accepting a teaching assistantship with us. Should you for some reason be unable to fulfill the stipulations set forth in the offer letter, please notify the department at once so that another student may be offered the funding.

When applying for financial aid please specify a fax number, telephone number, and an email address where you may be reached at any time during the year (including summer).

Summer support may be available from one’s advisor through research funding. If the advisor is unable to provide it, support may be available for summer research from the DGS through the Quality Metrics Allocation/Chancellor’s Graduate Fellowship funding. These funds, when available, are targeted at Plan A students, namely, second year students who are completing their theses and first year students working with their advisors on continuing research initiatives. Additionally, to qualify for these funds, Plan A students must have satisfied the department’s Progress Milestones.

Should you accept financial support from the department in the form of a Teaching or Research Assistantship, please note that additional information is due in our office by these deadlines:

June 15, 2017: Verification of Visa
A copy of the official verification from the consulate that you have been granted a visa to enter the U.S., i.e., a copy of the page in your passport with the sticker applied by the U.S. consulate. Fax this copy to us at 218-726-8240 or email to llucia@d.umn.edu

**August 1, 2017: Verification of Travel Arrangements**

Your travel arrangements (i.e., flight numbers and dates, including date of arrival) must be emailed to Ms. Lucia in our office by this date. Arrangements will be made for someone affiliated with the department to meet you when you arrive.

### 3.1 Financial Aid Application

When applying for a departmental teaching or research assistantship, each applicant must complete a financial aid application (see below), which is separate from the admission application.

The deadline for initial consideration for financial aid is March 15. Later applications will be considered until all appointments are filled. The following materials are required to process an application for financial aid:

1. An application for financial assistance which may be found at [http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/pdfs_docs/Application-Graduate-Assistantship.pdf](http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/pdfs_docs/Application-Graduate-Assistantship.pdf)

2. The completed application, sent by the applicant to the Graduate School using the ApplyYourself system.

3. Three letters of recommendation, submitted through the ApplyYourself interface. These letters should address in particular any teaching experience you have had and how successful it was, along with direct comments on your ability to understand, write and speak English. (The department reserves the right to process, at its discretion, applications with fewer than three letters of recommendation.)

4. Any additional material that the applicant believes may enhance his/her application for financial aid (such as an official report of the scores received on the GRE Subject Test in Computer Science).

### 3.2 Costs

The information in this section is current as of Fall 2016.

Resident tuition for a full-time student is $8,120 per semester. Non-resident tuition is $12,560 per semester. All full-time students are assessed approximately $900 per
semester in non-waivable fees. A late registration fee will be assessed for any initial registration which occurs on or after the first day of classes: $50 during the first or second week, and $100 thereafter. A student with a half-time assistantship receives a tuition waiver equivalent to $8,120.00 each semester; federal income tax is payable on the value of the tuition benefit. Any student fees, tuition costs over 14 credits and/or late fees are the responsibility of the student.

No one is allowed to register without proof of hospitalization insurance. Any student who registers for at least 6 credits and is without medical insurance is offered an inexpensive student-only policy for $999.00 per semester. Anyone eligible for the student-only policy may insure a spouse (at $1,476.00 per semester) and children (at $1,086.00 per semester for one child and $1,554.00 per semester for more than one child).

Housing in Duluth can be relatively inexpensive compared to many parts of the country. The department does not make housing arrangements for incoming students. The University residence hall information can be obtained by emailing housing@d.umn.edu or by writing UMD Housing Office, 149 Lake Superior Hall, 10 University Drive, Duluth, MN 55812-2496, phone 218-726-8178. Most graduate students live off campus. One of the resources for International students is Anna Gilmore (anaug0026@d.umn.edu) in the International Student Adviser office. Another resource is Laura Young (lyoung@d.umn.edu) in the Kirby Student Center. This office lists off-campus housing available in the Duluth area.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR A M.S. DEGREE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

The Master of Science in Computer Science is offered under two plans. Most students will undertake Plan A, which involves writing a thesis. Plan B involves additional coursework and a project in lieu of the thesis.

The requirements for the completion of the M.S. in Computer Science are listed below.

4.1 Residency

The normal time frame for completion of the coursework and research required for a Master’s degree in Computer Science is four semesters. (This timeline may be adjusted for part-time students.) All students who receive financial aid in the form of a Teaching Assistantship should understand that such assistantships are given only for a full, one-year period (two semesters) and are renewed (subject to satisfactory performance and progress toward the degree during the first year) for a second year. Students accepting Teaching Assistantships should plan to spend two years in residence. Support beyond the normal two-year period is not available from the department.
4.2 Performance

Satisfactory performance is judged on the basis of one’s academic progress and ability to carry out departmental responsibilities in the areas of teaching (for TAs) and research (all graduate students). Satisfactory performance for a teaching assistant is also based on his/her ability to communicate effectively in English, both on an individual basis and in a classroom environment. Should a teaching assistant fail to meet this requirement during his/her first year, the assistantship will not be renewed for a second year. In addition, each graduate student must progress satisfactorily in his/her own research program. This requires each student to (1) complete the three departmental Milestones for Degree Completion, and (2) maintain active student status by following registration guidelines for fall and spring semesters. A minimum GPA of 3.000 is required for graduation by the Department of Computer Science. The department does not count S/N credits toward graduation.

The Graduate School Constitution requires a written annual progress evaluation for all Masters students. The review annotates the student’s progress toward his/her research goals during the semester and concludes with a finding of either satisfactory or unsatisfactory progress. The review is shared with the student and becomes part of his/her permanent file. Any finding of unsatisfactory progress must be discussed by the advisor with both the student and the DGS prior to the beginning of the next semester. The student may request a subsequent discussion with the DGS if desired.

Satisfactory progress toward the degree, maintained on a semester basis, is required in order for a graduate student to receive or retain financial assistance from the department. Satisfactory progress entails (1) maintaining a minimal grade point average of 3.00, and (2) completion of the required coursework for the semester (i.e., a minimum of 8 graduate credits, including one 8000-level CS course, Graduate Seminar, and one additional course of 3 or more credits during the first semester; a minimum of 7 graduate credits, including one 8000-level CS course and one additional course of 3 or more credits during the second semester; one 8000-level CS course plus thesis credits or additional coursework as required by the Plan A during the third semester; and one 8000-level CS course plus thesis credits or additional coursework as required by the Plan A during the fourth semester. Any graduate student currently receiving financial aid who fails to meet these standards will not have his/her aid renewed.

The successful completion of a research program requires an ability to express one’s thoughts and work in written form. The Graduate Program in Computer Science expects each of its students to produce a written document (e.g., thesis or project report) detailing his/her research project in accepted manuscript style (i.e., CBE). Students showing deficits in this area may be asked to take remedial work.
The Graduate School has established a five-year time limit for completing master's degrees, but provides a process for requesting individual extensions. Virtually all Computer Science graduate students finish within two years.

4.3 Courses

On the semester system, a minimum of 34 credits is required (based on University of Minnesota Graduate School Policy, no graduate Plan A and Plan B program can require more than 36 credits):

1. 16 credits from 8000-level courses in Computer Science (as approved by the Director of Graduate Studies [DGS]).

2. 2 credits of CS 8993, Graduate Seminar (1 credit taken during first semester, 1 credit taken during third semester).

3. 6 credits from a specified set of courses either from computer science courses or courses outside of computer science (minor or related field, see below).

4. Additional credits, as required for your Plan option (see below).

Minor or related field: The purpose of this requirement is to provide coursework from another department which will support your degree program without duplicating or overlapping courses available within the CS curriculum. Such courses may be chosen from the mathematics and/or statistics courses subject to approval of the DGS.

Graduate students may take additional courses either from within the department or outside it. However, all courses used to fulfill the minor or related field requirement must first be approved by the DGS. The Graduate Program does not allow the use of S/N credits for courses contributing toward the degree. Up to 12 credits of graduate coursework may be transferred in as part of a student’s degree program, subject to the discretion of the DGS. Transfer credits do not reduce the departmental requirement of 16 credits at the 8000-level. University guidelines impose a 5-year limit on the completion of requirements for the Master's degree.

The department reserves the right to determine which option (thesis or project) is taken by the student. In particular, we expect that all students with strong computer science backgrounds (i.e., those with undergraduate degrees in Computer Science or a closely related field such as Computer Engineering) will take the thesis option. Some students with undergraduate degrees in other disciplines may be allowed to choose the project option.

4.4 Additional Requirements for Plan A (Thesis Option)
Total credits for the Plan A include the 24 credits summarized above in Section 4.3 with the following credits and requirements:

1. 10 credits of CS 8777 (Thesis).

2. Departmental or college colloquium session, during which the student presents his/her research results.

3. The satisfactory completion of an oral examination focusing on the thesis and supporting area(s).

4.5 Additional Requirements for Plan B (Project Option)

Total credits for the Plan B include the 24 credits described above in Section 4.3 with the following requirements:

1. 10 additional credits from courses in Computer Science at the 5000 level or above, as approved by the DGS.

2. Completion of an approved Plan B project (usually a significant programming project).

3. A departmental or college colloquium based on the project, presenting the results of that work.

4. The successful completion of an oral examination covering the project, supporting area(s), and graduate-level computer science courses.

4.6 Departmental Progress Milestones (Plan A and Plan B)

The department tracks thesis (and project) progress through a series of milestones. These milestones represent the department’s minimum level of expectation for progress. The milestones are meant to promote consistent and successful progress on thesis work for degree completion.

1. Milestone 1: Draft of Background/Related Work Chapter + Abstract

   During the first semester, students will be assigned an advisor. Through working with the advisor, students will work to understand their thesis research question by reading several research papers in their thesis area. Students will then assemble a draft of their thesis abstract along with an initial pass at the background/related work chapter of their thesis document. Students will work with the DGS in the Graduate Seminar (CS 8993) to understand the components of thesis documents and how to write them. Student writing will be
evaluated at the end of the 1st semester and remedial work may be required to improve writing skills.

DUE Date: End of 1st Semester

2. Milestone 2: Continued Drafting of Background/Related Work Chapter + Implementation Chapter Draft + Refined Abstract

The second milestone is aimed at helping students better understand what they will be doing for their thesis work. At the end of the second semester, students are expected to turn in to both the DGS and their advisor a refined Abstract, a refined and lengthened Background/Related Work Chapter, and a first pass at the Implementation Chapter.

DUE Date: End of 2nd Semester


The third milestone will be a Departmental/College-wide Research Poster session or colloquium. By the end of the 3rd semester, students should be able to maintain a conversation about their research work and be able to describe their work to others, namely (1) the problem they are investigating, (2) why it is worth investigating, (3) how they are going about doing it, and (4) what they currently expect of their results. Graduate students will be required to create a poster of their thesis research and present it at the end of semester colloquium.

DUE Date: End of 3rd Semester


The fourth milestone is a draft of the entire thesis. By the end of their 4th semester, students will have progressed through nearly all of their thesis work. It is expected that a draft of all the components of the thesis will be completed by the end of this last semester. Students may still need to complete some results, but overall, much of the writing and implementation will be completed by this phase of the thesis or project tracks.

DUE Date: End of 4th Semester

Failure to Complete Milestones

Failure to complete any of the milestones will result in both first and second year students being ineligible from receiving summer research funding through our Quality Metrics Allocation funds. Moreover, faculty advisors will not sign OPT forms until the 3rd Milestone is met because OPT requires sufficient progress to completion;
Completion of Milestone 3 indicates the student is making sufficient progress. The graduate students will be responsible for completing these milestones. Graduate faculty advisors will be responsible for working with their students and helping them through these milestones.

If Milestone 1 and 2 are not met at the end of their respective semesters, students can still make up for these missed deadlines by completing these milestones later in order to qualify for summer funding opportunities. However, failure to meet the poster session in Milestone 3 could result in a failure of Milestone 3 and thus, students would lose out on funding later in the fourth semester. If students do not complete the poster session, they can make it up later by presenting a 30 minute colloquium to the department on their research, covering the same content as the poster session.

**Milestones and Eligibility for Summer QMA Funding Opportunities**

Students who complete all Milestones (1-4) will receive higher priority for receiving summer QMA funds at the end of their second year. Students who have only completed Milestones 1-3 can still qualify for summer funding but will receive lower priority in the award process.

**4.7 Degree Papers and the Thesis/Project Proposal**

**Degree Papers:** All graduate students in the Computer Science Department are assigned an advisor when they arrive on campus and are required to complete either a thesis or project under direction of the advisor. After completing a specified number of hours of graduate work, the student is required by the Graduate School to complete his/her degree papers (otherwise a hold is placed on the student’s record preventing registration for the next semester). Degree papers include (1) the graduate degree plan listing the courses the student will take to complete the graduate program; (2) the committee request form (submitted electronically), which specifies the student’s committee (requesting a member of the computer science faculty, and a faculty member from the student’s related field), the Executive Secretary will submit your adviser information electronically to the graduate school prior to your requesting your other committee members. You can find the forms and additional information at: [http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/current-students-forms-documents.php](http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/current-students-forms-documents.php). The student’s advisor must sign item 1 above. It is the advisor’s responsibility to verify, prior to the student’s exam and colloquium, that the student’s transcript is in agreement with his/her degree program form. All paperwork is examined for compliance by the Graduate School prior to the student’s exam and colloquium using their degree clearance procedures.

A change of advisor may be occasioned by the dissatisfaction of advisee and/or advisor with either one’s work or the advisor/advisee relationship. The DGS will work with all parties to reach a satisfactory resolution of the problem in the best interests of the student and department.
The thesis/project proposal is represented by Milestone 1 (described previously). It represents the student’s initial work towards their thesis/project. The advisor and student indicate their agreement (with respect to the thesis/project tasks to be done and the dates by which each task is to be accomplished) by signing the Milestone completion sheet.

Milestones completion sheets will be submitted at the end of each semester upon successful completion of each Milestone. These forms need to be signed by the student and the advisor and submitted to the DGS, or executive secretary.

Once approved by the DGS, these documents are maintained in the student's file.

4.8 Colloquium and Oral Exam

The colloquium is a one-hour presentation by the student of his/her research. It is immediately followed by a one-hour oral exam, which is directed by the advisor with input from the other members of the student’s committee. The colloquium has a specific format: (1) introduction (statement of the problem); (2) background; (3) description of the research itself; (4) the results of this research; and (5) conclusions and suggestions for future work. In no case should items (1) and (2) consume more than 20 minutes of the presentation.

4.9 Records and Departmental Policies

Each graduate student has a graduate academic record file that is kept in the department. This file contains the student’s application to the Computer Science Graduate Program, transcript(s), immigration documents, social security information, semester-based progress reports from the advisor, verification of required inoculations (i.e., TB), and any record of disciplinary action associated with the student. Faculty and staff have access to this file on a need-to-know basis as per FERPA regulations. The student may have access, per written request to the DGS, to any information in the file to which s/he has not waived viewing rights.

The Department Chair is the chief administrative officer of the department. The Chair is responsible for making TA assignments, handling disciplinary matters relating to work issues, and determining whether TA (work) performance meets the qualifications for continued funding. The Director of Graduate Studies is the advisor of record for all graduate students. S/he directs the program and advises graduate students on all matters which do not directly relate to the student’s research topic. The DGS, working with the Graduate Committee, evaluates applicants and hires RAs and TAs. S/he monitors the progress of students, works with students and faculty to resolve any problems which arise, supervises the evaluation of thesis proposals, and communicates regularly with students on matters which affect them. The department’s
executive secretary provides much needed support with respect to employment contracts and related issues, budgetary matters, and maintenance of records.

Each UM student has an email account which serves as the University’s official method of communication. Graduate students have access to telephones for local calls. Each graduate student employed by the university has his/her own mailbox in the department to facilitate communication with faculty, staff, and other students. TAs and RAs may also utilize copy machines in the department as directed by office staff.

Travel funds are available to graduate students from various sources. These may include the student’s advisor, the offices of the collegiate and/or graduate Dean, and particular funds designated for this purpose by the University of Minnesota Graduate School. Partial funding is available from the offices of both the Graduate and CSE Deans for students presenting papers at conferences. Other funding may be available; it is the student's responsibility to investigate and identify potential funding sources.

4.10 Career Fair and Other External Off-Campus Attendance Policy

There will be many opportunities for career fairs and other job searching activities. When you are able, we do encourage students to attend these events. However, Teaching Assistants (TA) are all employed by the University and the Department with important jobs for helping students during office hours, grading, proctoring exams, or teaching labs. As such, the following policy is in place to maintain normal operations in the department during the semester.

Policy for TAs asking to be excused from office hours or lab to attend a career fair

1) If you can find a substitute TA who is currently a TA for the course in question, you may attend the career fair. You MUST advise the instructor beforehand, and ideally 2-3 days before.

2) If you can find a substitute TA who is not currently teaching the course in question, you must secure instructor approval BEFORE the career fair. You MUST alert the instructor about this 1 week prior to attending the career fair to allow the instructor time to prepare the alternate TA.

3) If you cannot find a replacement through (1) and (2) above, you cannot attend the career fair.

4) Requests from second-year TAs will be considered before requests from first-year TAs.

4.11 2016-17 Schedule with Important Dates
Work Schedule: All Graduate Assistants are employed by the department and hence subject to the university calendar. Official university holidays are specified in the calendar; these are the dates on which the university will be closed and UMD employees may legitimately be absent from campus. Graduate Assistants are paid 39 weeks during the academic year and must be on campus during this time, except for official university holidays. This work period includes the week preceding the start of classes and the week of and immediately following final exams. The official university holidays are Labor Day and Thanksgiving (for Fall semester), Christmas, New Year’s holiday and Martin Luther King Day (during Semester Break).

At the end of classes each semester, Graduate Teaching Assistants are expected to be available to assist the faculty in grading student work and determining grades. Also, during the work period between fall and spring semesters, teaching assistants are expected to assist the faculty in preparing handouts and materials for the next semester. Assistants should not plan on being absent from the campus between semesters except for the official school holidays. Similar work rules apply to Graduate Research Assistants: GRAs are expected to be present to conduct research and to work with their faculty supervisors during any regularly scheduled workday. The only periods during which a Graduate Teaching or Research Assistant may be absent from campus without the explicit permission of the department head is during an official university holiday (as listed above).

To reiterate: Graduate Assistants are to be present on campus for the entire academic year—from the fall starting date to the spring terminal date of employment—except for official university holidays. Dates for the 2015-16 academic year are given below.

**Fall Semester Starting Date:** August 22, 2016 [All TAs must be present on campus]  
**Labor Day Holiday:** September 5, 2016 [official university holiday]  
**Thanksgiving Holiday:** November 24--25, 2016 [official university holiday]  
**Final Exams:** December 12-16, 2016  
**Christmas Holidays:** December 23--27, 2016 [official university holiday]  
**New Year’s Holidays:** December 30, 2016-January 12, 2017 [official university holiday]  
**Spring Semester Starting Date:** January 11, 2017  
**Martin Luther King Day:** January 16, 2017 [official university holiday]  
**Final Exams:** May 1--5, 2017  
**Graduate Commencement:** May 6, 2017  
**Spring Semester Terminal Date:** May 21, 2017  
**Graduate Offices Vacated:** August 15, 2017 [all labs/offices closed for maintenance]

**NOTE:** Graduate Assistants who are absent from campus in violation of the stated policy are subject to the following penalties: deduction from paycheck in the amount of time missed; loss of tuition benefit covering time in question (the student must then pay this amount from his/her own funds); and a written reprimand inserted in his/her file.
Any recommendations made by the faculty with respect to the student in question may be affected as a result.

4.12 Graduate Student Deadline Checklist

For All First Year Students: Additional Dates of Importance

1. **Milestone 1 Deadline:** The thesis/project proposal, or Milestone 1, signed by both advisor and student, must be completed by the end of the first semester. Follow the guidelines provided in the Graduate Brochure (see Section 4.6).
2. **Registration for the Next Academic Year:** All first year graduate students must complete their registrations for the upcoming Fall semester by May 1, 2017. This registration must agree with the courses listed on the Degree Program. All TA assignments for the next academic year are made based on this registration.
3. **Milestone 2 Deadline:** Students must complete Milestone 2 (as described in Section 4.6) and submit the Milestone completion form signed by both the student and the advisor.

For All Second Year Students: Additional Dates of Importance

1. **Milestone 3 Deadline:** Students must complete Milestone 3 which includes a poster colloquium presentation at the end of the 3rd semester.
2. **Degree Program:** The deadline for completion of the Degree Program is the 4th of January, 2017. Graduate School approval of program must be granted by the 12th of February. See the [Degree Application](http://www.grad.umn.edu/current-students-graduate-student-services-progress/application-degree) at the Grad School web page for more information.
3. **Application for Degree:** Information regarding the graduation process and requirements can be found at the Graduate Schools [Grad Packet](http://www.d.umn.edu/grad/current-students-gradpacket.php) webpage.
4. **Milestone 4 Deadline:** Completion of Milestone 4 will ensure students receive higher priority for summer funding opportunities. Milestone 4 should be submitted with the application for summer funding that is due near the end of the last semester.
5. **Commencement Ceremony:** The department requires that all of its graduating (i.e., second year) students participate in the Graduate Commencement Ceremony. This is a reflection of the contribution of the Computer Science Graduate Program to the University and of the research and professional accomplishments of its students and faculty. The Spring 2017 commencement will be held Saturday, May 6, 2017.

---

1. [http://www.grad.umn.edu/current-students-graduate-student-services-progress/application-degree](http://www.grad.umn.edu/current-students-graduate-student-services-progress/application-degree)
5. Selected Course Descriptions

Only credits from courses numbered 5000 and above can be applied toward a master's degree in computer science.

Students who need undergraduate courses to satisfy the prerequisites of our 5000-level courses are encouraged to complete course equivalents before coming to UMD.

CS 5511. THEORY OF COMPUTATION (4.0 cr.; prereq 3512, Math 3326 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)


CS 5521. ADVANCED DATA STRUCTURES (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 3512, Math 3326 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Survey of advanced data structures and algorithms such as heaps and heapsort, quicksort, red-black trees, B-trees, hash tables, graph algorithms, divide and conquer algorithms, dynamic programming, and greedy algorithms. Methods for proving correctness and asymptotic analysis.

CS 5541. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 3512 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Principles and programming methods of artificial intelligence. Knowledge representation methods, state space search strategies, and use of logic for problem solving. Applications chosen from among expert systems, planning, natural language understanding, uncertainty reasoning, machine learning, and robotics. Lectures and labs will utilize suitable high-level languages (e.g., Python or Lisp).

CS 5551. USER INTERFACE DESIGN (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, Math 2326 or 3326 or 4326 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Design and layout of interactive programs using components, containers, events, menus, and dialogs. The use of graphics primitives, color and images; giving user feedback and help. Rapid prototyping and interface management systems. Design for accessibility and usability.
CS 5621. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE (4.0 cr.; prereq 2521 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Advanced concepts in processor and computer system organization and their impact on performance. Exploitation of parallelism, multilevel memory organization, system interconnection, and input-output organization.

CS 5631. OPERATING SYSTEMS  CS 5631. Operating Systems. (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 2521 or # a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Operating system as resource manager. Processor management and scheduling, deadlocks, concurrency, memory management and protection and security as applied in modern operating systems. Concepts are illustrated via laboratory assignments which heavily emphasize concurrency.

CS 5641. COMPILER DESIGN (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 2521, 3512 or # a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)


CS 5651. COMPUTER NETWORKS (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 2521 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Introduction to computer networking, network programming, networking hardware and associated network protocols. Layered network architecture, network services, and implementation of computer networking software.

CS 5721. COMPUTER GRAPHICS (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, Math 2326 or 3326 or 4326 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Mathematics for computer graphics, basic raster algorithms, 2D and 3D transformations, viewing and shading. The graphics pipeline including visible surface determination, shading, ray-tracing, texture mapping, and clipping. Data structures including triangle meshes, scene graphs, bounding volume hierarchies. Real-time graphics applications using software systems such as Op.
CS 5741. OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 3512 or #, a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Overview of software design and design methods, focusing on object-oriented design. Impact of object and class organization on software maintenance and reusability. Implementation of a significant project using object-oriented methods and tools.

CS 5751. INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE LEARNING (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 3512, Stat 3611, Math 2326 or 3326 or 4326 or #; a grade of C- or better is required in all prerequisite courses)


CS 5761. INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (4.0 cr.; prereq 2511, 3512 or #; a grade of C-or better is required in all prerequisite courses)

Techniques for creating computer programs that analyze, generate, and understand natural human language. Topics include syntactic analysis, semantic interpretation, and discourse processing. Applications selected from speech recognition, conversational agents, machine translation, and language generation. Substantial programming project required.

CS 5991. Independent Study (1.0-4.0 cr. [max 8.0 cr.]; prereq #)

Directed study of special interest topics not available in the standard curriculum. Must be arranged with the instructor in advance of registration. May include readings, research, or special projects.

CS 5994. ADVANCED TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (Various Titles to be Assigned) (4 cr.; prereq CS grad or #)

Research-oriented study of topics of current academic or industrial interest, such as parallel algorithms, VLSI design, computational geometry, logic programming languages, program correctness, information retrieval systems, and decision support systems.

CS 8561. HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION (4.0 cr.; prereq 5551 or 5721)

Introduction to the software algorithms, hardware components, and concepts for building and evaluating virtual environments for effective human-computer interaction.
(visual, auditory, haptic, and mechanical aspects). Includes the perceptual components for constructing effective human-computer interaction with a virtual environment.

**CS 8621. ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE** (4.0 cr.; prereq 5621, 5631 or #)


**CS 8631. ADVANCED SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING** (4.0 cr.; prereq 5631, 5641 or #)

Overview of systems programs with emphasis on unifying themes common to major application areas, such as compiler construction, operating systems, and networks. Advanced study of practical aspects of one of these systems, including a substantive software development project.

**CS 8721. ADVANCED COMPUTER GRAPHICS** (4.0 cr.; prereq 5721 or #)

Contemporary computer graphics techniques. Focus on advanced graphics algorithms and programming, curve and surface representations, physically based rendering, visible surface determination, illumination, texturing, and real time rendering.

**CS 8751. ADVANCED MACHINE LEARNING** (4.0 cr.; prereq 5751 or #)

Survey of emerging research topics in machine learning and data mining plus the relation of machine learning to fields such as bioinformatics. Topics drawn from emerging techniques such as support vector machines, ensemble methods and Bayesian networks.

**CS 8761. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING** (4.0 cr.; prereq 5761 or #; CS grad student)

Techniques to analyze, generate, and understand human language via computational techniques. This course focuses on empirical approaches to lexical and syntactic analysis, semantic interpretation, and discourse processing. Applications include part-of-speech tagging, parsing, lexical acquisition, and machine translation.

**CS 8771. ADVANCED COMPUTATIONAL LOGIC** (4.0 cr.; prereq 4511 or #; CS grad student)

Mathematically sound reintroduction to classical logic. Syntax, semantics, and proof theory for propositional and first-order logic. Soundness and completeness. Incompleteness. Additional topic(s) from among: automated theorem proving,
second-order logic, nonmonotonic logics and knowledge representation, logic programming.

**CS 8777. THESIS CREDITS. MASTERS** (1.0-24.0 cr. [max 50.0 cr.]; prereq Max 18 cr per semester or summer; 10 cr total required (Plan A only)

Thesis research and development.

**CS 8821. ADVANCED COMPUTER SECURITY** (4.0 Cr.; prereq Graduate student or CS 4821 and #)

Broad, active, hands-on and implementation-based approach to computer security. Fundamental cryptographic theory, advanced techniques and application. Complexity, cryptanalysis, and impact of technological change. Core security theory; confidentiality, integrity, availability. Security models. Risk assessment and decision-making. Issues for general-purpose, trusted and “cloud” operating system security including hardware requirements, authentication, access control, information flow and assurance. Program and network security fundamentals and best practices including coding principles, firewalls and network design. Exploits, defenses and remediation for multiple issues pertaining to software, hardware, databases and networks. Political, social and engineering issues relating to security and privacy.

**CS 8993. SEMINAR** (1.0 cr. [max 3.0 cr.]; prereq CS GRAD or #)

Presentation and discussion of basic ethical theories, case studies dealing with ethical issues facing the computing professional in his/her life as a practitioner, and the development of research proposal which meets the requirements and standards of the department and serves as the foundation of and guideline for the development of the graduate research project (i.e., thesis).

**CS 8995. SPECIAL TOPICS: (Various Titles to be Assigned)** (1.0-4.0 cr. [max 8.0 prereq CS Grad student and #)

Topics not available in standard curriculum. Topic announced in [Class Schedule].

6. GRADUATES

As of October 2016, 253 students have graduated from UMD as Masters of Computer Science. Their names, project or thesis titles, graduation dates, and research advisers are listed below.


Sandeep Vadlamudi, “Producing Improved Results for the INEX Focused and Relevant in Context Tasks,” Plan A, August 2010. Adviser: Donald B. Crouch


Scot Halverson, “Energy Transfer Ray Tracing with OptiX,” Plan A, June 2012. Adviser: Peter Willemsen


7. RELATED POLICIES AND INFORMATION

7.1 Mutual Responsibilities in Graduate Education at the University of Minnesota

Preamble

A major purpose of graduate education at the University of Minnesota is to instill in each student an understanding of and capacity for scholarship, independent judgment, academic rigor, and intellectual honesty. Graduate education is an opportunity for the student to develop into a professional scholar. Graduate research and teaching assistantships offer an "apprenticeship" experience in the academic profession as well as financial support. It is the joint responsibility of faculty and graduate students to work together to foster these ends through relationships that encourage freedom of inquiry, demonstrate personal and professional integrity, and foster mutual respect. This shared responsibility with faculty extends to all of the endeavors of graduate students, as students, employee, and members of the larger academic community.

High quality graduate education depends on the professional and ethical conduct of the participants. Faculty and graduate students have complementary responsibilities in the maintenance of academic standards and the creation of high quality graduate programs. Excellence in graduate education is achieved when both faculty and students are highly motivated, possess the academic and professional backgrounds necessary to perform at the highest level, and are sincere in their desire to see each other succeed.

The following principles illustrate what students should expect from their programs and what programs should expect from their students, to help achieve this excellence.


The Graduate School and graduate programs are responsible for providing students and prospective student with access to information about their graduate program, areas of specialization, degree requirements, and average time to completion of degrees. Graduate programs are responsible for providing access to information about graduate student financial support in the program, such as the prospects for fellowships, assistantships or other financial support and the proportion of students receiving financial support. In addition, graduate programs should provide students and applicants with information about career experiences of graduates of the program. All such information should be presented in a format that does not violate the privacy of individual students. Programs are encouraged to provide relevant information in their handbooks, websites or other readily accessible formats.

Students are responsible for keeping themselves informed about current policies of their program and the Graduate School that affect graduate students. Students and
alumni also have a responsibility to respond to program inquiries about their career development.

**Principle 2: Communication about Academic Status**

The Graduate School and graduate programs are responsible for providing students with information about their individual academic status: who in the Graduate School and in their graduate program is responsible for communicating to them about admission issues and progress through the degree program, how the communication will take place, and the possibility for appeal to a third party for assistance in solving disputed issues.

Students are responsible for communicating with the Graduate School and their graduate program about changes in their circumstances that affect their status and progress toward the degree.

**Principle 3: Research Contributions**

Individual faculty as research directors are responsible for providing students with appropriate recognition for their contributions at conferences, in professional publications, or in applications for patents. It is the faculty member's responsibility to clarify the principles for determining authorship and recognition at the beginning of any project.

Students are responsible for discussing their expectations regarding acknowledgment of research contributions or intellectual property rights with the appropriate person(s) in the research team, preferably early in the project.

**Principle 4: University Governance**

Departments and graduate programs are responsible for defining specific opportunities for student participation on committees as they deem appropriate. The University recognizes that graduate students make important contributions to governance and decision making at the program, department, college, Graduate School and University level; specific roles for participation are defined at each level by the relevant governing bodies. For example, University Senate policy requires student membership on faculty search committees.

Students are responsible for participating in University governance and decision making that enriches the campus community.

**Principle 5: Respectful Employment Conditions**

University faculty and staff are responsible for assuring that graduate students are able to conduct their work, as students or students/employees, in a manner consistent with
professional conduct and integrity, free of intimidation or coercion. Students who are employees also have the protection of all University employment policies and laws. Graduate programs are responsible for providing clear communication to students about the possibility for appeal to a third party for assistance in resolving disputed issues.

Students are responsible for reporting unprofessional conduct to the appropriate body or person, as defined in the academic or employment grievance policy; they should be able to do so without fear of reprisal. Students are responsible for acting in a respectful and fair manner toward other students, faculty, or staff in the conduct of their academic work or work they may do in connection with an assistantship.

**Principle 6: Conditions of Employment**

The University (through its departments, research projects or other employing units) is responsible for providing to prospective graduate assistants a written offer of financial support before a response to the offer is required. Such communication must indicate their salary and the terms and conditions of their appointment, including the general nature of the work they will be performing, duration of employment, and whether and how this employment is tied to their academic progress. The details of specific teaching or research assignments may need to await later written clarification.

Students are responsible for accepting the conditions of employment only if they believe they are qualified and able to complete the tasks assigned. Students have a responsibility for communicating in writing any changes in their circumstances that affect their ability to fulfill the terms and conditions of their employment.

**Principle 7: Safe Working Environment**

Supervisors are responsible for providing a safe working environment for graduate students, and for developing and publicizing safety policies and training programs to achieve that goal.

Graduate students are responsible for helping to maintain a safe working environment, for adhering to safety policies, for participating in training programs and for reporting safety violations to the proper authority.

**7.2 Resolution of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States**

Acceptance of an offer of financial support *(such as a graduate scholarship, fellowship, traineeship, or assistantship)* for the next academic year by a prospective or enrolled graduate student completes an agreement that both student and graduate school expect to honor. In that context, the conditions affecting such offers and their acceptance must be defined carefully and understood by all parties.
Students are under no obligation to respond to offers of financial support prior to April 15; earlier deadlines for acceptance of such offers violate the intent of this Resolution. In those instances in which a student accepts an offer before April 15, and subsequently desires to withdraw that acceptance, the student may submit in writing a resignation of the appointment at any time through April 15. However, an acceptance given or left in force after April 15 commits the student not to accept another offer without first obtaining a written release from the institution to which a commitment has been made. Similarly, an offer by an institution after April 15 is conditional on presentation by the student of the written release from any previously accepted offer. It is further agreed by the institutions and organizations subscribing to the above Resolution that a copy of this Resolution or a link to the URL should accompany every scholarship, fellowship, traineeship, and assistantship offer.

This Resolution was renewed October 2009.

7.3 Other University Documents may provide information and guidance relevant to the graduate education experience:

* Board of Regents, Code of Conduct, adopted 7/12/96
  [www.regents.umn.edu/policies/academic/Conduct.pdf]
* Board of Regents, Academic Freedom and Responsibility, adopted 9/8/95
  [www.regents.umn.edu/policies/academic/AcademicFreedom.pdf]
* Graduate Assistant Office, Handbook for Graduate Assistants
  [www.umn.edu/OHR/GAO/]
* Policy on the Appropriate Use of Information Technology
  (www.d.umn.edu/itss/policies/appuse.html)
* University Senate, minutes, April 19, 1990, Student Conduct Code
  [Gopher: U of M Campus Information/ Information for Students/Student Conduct Code]
* Standards of Student Conduct Enforceable by University Agencies
  [www.sja.umn.edu/conduct.html]
* Expectations of Graduate Students in Research, Scholarship, and Professional Education
  [www.grad.umn.edu/Ethics/ethics_brochure.html]
* Research Involving Human Subjects
  [www.research.umn.edu/subjects]
* Research Involving Animal Subjects
  [www.reseach.umn.edu/subjects]
* Work-Related Policies (inquires directed to Graduate Assistantship Office and/or Human Resources)
  [www1.umn.edu/ohr/gao]